
Artists: Laurent Dupont, Lisa JoVenue:Â Braunsfelder, CologneExhibition Title:Â A COVER UPDate: September 2 â€“ October 17, 2020Curated By:Â Tenzing BarsheeClick here to view slideshowFull gallery of images,
press release and link available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of Braunsfelder, Cologne. Photos by Mareike Tocha.Press Release:The two-person exhibition A cover up presents two new series of works by
Laurent Dupont and Lisa Jo. For their individual projects, both artists made copies, apparently of different things. To repeat means to question. Every copy distorts and every painting covers something else. Something is
always added, covered up.In her paintings on canvas, Lisa Jo replicates digital drawings with oil paint. Like a model painter, she works from a predetermined image. Her abstractions are taken directly from the iPad to a
larger format. By copying the digital shapes and colors, the artist distorts and translates her images along the way. The oil paints fail to achieve digital quality. The composition is arranged on a singular plane, layers are
illusions. The borderlines between her shapes often eschew hard edges. The artist creates indisputable boundaries. The contours are a little murky.Laurent Dupont repainted the visible parts of cardboard boxes, most of
which he found on the streets of his hometown Brussels. Unlike a trompe-l&#8217;Å“il effect, these works arenâ€™t visual illusions. Instead, they reiterate the existing forms and colors on the boxesâ€™ surfaces. The
composition or design is predetermined, it is repetition. Similar to painting by numbers, his arduous process is a futile attempt to mimic a digital procedure. The artist sees these works as restorations: to remake what has
started to fade, to hold on to what has already left the building; perhaps, it is an illusion in the end.By painfully slowing down, Dupont and Jo recap the punchline of painting in the digital age. In the face of accelerated
modes of reproduction and distribution, it is paintingâ€™s anachronistic feature, which makes it the butt of its own joke: labor and materiality. In a Freudian twist, both artists iterate the Modernist dogma of art as fetish
and, consequently celebrate its masochism.Paradoxically, both cases insist on the redundancy of languageâ€”it is merely a construction. And, as the comparison of Laurent Dupont and Lisa Joâ€™s art shows, the stuff
that was made, can always be undone or made again.Tenzing BarsheeLink: Laurent Dupont, Lisa Jo at BraunsfelderThe post Laurent Dupont, Lisa Jo at Braunsfelder first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artists:
Thelma Hell, MaÃ¯a Izzo-Foulquier, Zelda WeinenVenue:Â Emanuel Layr, Vienna as part of curated by, ViennaExhibition Title:Â Propaganda WomenDate: September 5 â€“ October 3, 2020Curated By: Lili
Reynaud-Dewar and Olga RozenblumNote: A publication associated with the exhibition is available here.Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after the
jump.Images:Videos:Zelda Weinen, La douleur,Â HD video, 20:30 min (excerpt)MaÃ¯a Izzo-Foulquier, F*ck Endemol / Sans consentement* / Part 1, HD video, 19:00 min (excerpt)Courtesy of the estate of MaÃ¯a
Izzo-Foulquier and Emanuel Layr, Vienna. â€¨Photos by kunst-dokumentation.com.Press Release:After At the beginning, there is luxury and there is poverty at Treize in February in Paris, Propaganda WomenÂ at Gallery
Emanuel Layr in Vienna is the second iteration of a series of exhibitions dedicated to the work of MaÃ¯a Izzo Foulquier (1991-2019).She worked under different identities, and multiplied aesthetic strategies â€“ using text,
image and music â€“ in order to produce a highly personal and moving critique of patriarchy, institutions and norms. MaÃ¯a Izzo-Foulquier, who, after studying political science, trained at Ã‰cole de la Photograhie in
Arles, and then at Villa Arson in Nice, primarily used photography as her main medium, documenting her emotional life and that of her friends and encounters, creating narrative structures directly related to her personal
and social experiences. She described those structures as highly performative:â€•My books, photographs, videos, collages and texts are visual devices. They are my evidences. They report experiences in which
representation is primarily envisioned as an action, a performance.â€• She also put under scrutiny her aesthetic influences, such as Antoine dâ€™Agata, Wolfgang Tillmans or George Tony Stoll, and engaged into a
feminist critique of male dominance, which led her to literally use herself more politically, and more physically too, through the practice of sex work and the defence of sex workersâ€™ rights. At that point in her life,
Thelma Hell, a brilliant activist and an incisive writer and chronicler, took shape and set herself a fundamental space in the work of MaÃ¯a.At about the same time, another decisive figure emerged : that of Zelda Weinen, a
feminist rap icon, singer and producer. Rapping texts imbued with melancholia and spleen, but also highly political, Zelda Weinen performed gigs wearing a wedding dress. This rap act, the videos, the lyrics, the musical
production, led her to address complex questions surrounding the perception of her racial and cultural identity: MaÃ¯aâ€™s is a mixed race person with a white looking skin, a condition she described as â€œthe double
peineâ€•; a term referring to the French legal practice of not only pronouncing carceral punishment for delinquent acts but also of depriving those same persons it targets of a number of their civic rights, thus excluding
them further from society and from belonging to any community. White passing is also at the core of her film Fuck Endemol, a satire of our era of proliferating self-representation through social media and screens, and a
critique of racism and racial stereotypes inherent to French social structures.While At the beginning, there is luxury and there is poverty took her photographic practice as a starting point â€“ albeit an enduring one: MaÃ¯a
never stopped taking pictures â€“ in her prolific and complex practice, Propaganda Women aims at exploring how the different bodies and strategies of MaÃ¯a, Thelma and Zelda come together into a single powerful
voice, a politicized hybrid with ambitions of social change. In our text about her show in February we wrote: â€œMeeting MaÃ¯a Izzo-Foulquier and working with her was a revelationâ€•. And indeed we could repeat it for
every of her shows to come, and for describing the experience of exploring her work further and further.Link:Â Propaganda Women at Emanuel LayrThe post Propaganda Women at Emanuel Layr first appeared on
Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Berta FischerVenue:Â Barbara Weiss, BerlinDate: September 9 â€“ October 24, 2020Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after the
jump.Images:Images courtesy of Barbara Weiss, Berlin. Photos by Jens Ziehe.Press Release:Galerie Barbara Weiss is pleased to present Berta Fischerâ€™s third solo exhibition on the occasion of Gallery Weekend
2020.The exhibition comprises a series of new sculptures: ten works, all of which were produced this year, move seamlessly between biomorphic, crystalline and fluid shapes. Suspended from the wall, hanging from the
ceiling or seemingly hovering in the gallery space, they create an impression of levity that has come to be a recurrent aspect in Fischerâ€™s work. Seven works in acrylic glass continue the artistâ€™s sustained
engagement with the rich possibilities of this industrial material. Each of these sculptures emerged from a tiered process involving CAD drawings, computer-controlled laser cutting and the actual modelling by hand.
Fischer thus highlights the materialâ€™s properties, even though her striking forms may make one forget this material dimension at first sight. Resulting from a patient process of bending and folding perspex plates, her
sculptures seem like images of frozen movements, both animated and still, fragile and unyielding.Further developing her visual vocabulary, the artist began to work with bent neon tubes in 2017. The signlike forms of
these new sculpturesâ€”reminiscent of the meandering lines of the folded perspex platesâ€™ edgesâ€”are interlaced with textile strings. Whereas the sculptures in acrylic glass achieve an impression of condensed
space, the meshwork on the neon sculptures adumbrate complex surfaces that suggest an idea of entanglement. Translucent, fluorescent, polychrome: although the artist works exclusively with synthetic materials, her
sculptures are reminiscent of a landscape of unknown, seemingly dreamt-of natural forms. Here, Fischerâ€™s traces her passages in and out of form. In so doing, her sculptures reveal that the mediumâ€™s essence is,
precisely, metamorphosis: the change, alteration and transformation of forms. Shapes form and deform in her works, solidify and liquidate, stabilize and dissolve. Precision meets indeterminacy. Boundaries are
criss-crossed. Stable classifications are suspended. These movements define the ambition of Fischerâ€™s work, as well as its ludic character: sculpture as a joyful errancy.Link: Berta Fischer at Barbara WeissThe post
Berta Fischer at Barbara Weiss first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Phung-tien PhanVenue:Â Kunstverein Harburger BahnhofExhibition Title:Â CafÃ© Chardonnay &#8211; alles nehmenDate: August 1 â€“
October 4, 2020Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after the jump.Images:Video:Phung-tien Phan, Girl at heart, 2020, HD, stereo, 05:09.Images courtesy of Kunstverein
Harburger Bahnhof, Harburger BahnhofPress Release:Kunstverein Harburger Bahnhof is pleased to announce the first institutional solo show by Phung-Tien Phan!CafÃ© Chardonnay â€“ alles nehmen is the title of the
exhibition by the Essen-based VietnameseGerman artist whoâ€™s been making a name for herself in the Rheinland since 2016. Her work often revolves around questions about the meaning of life, the status of
consumption within it, and the roles one falls into all too easily, not to mention the ruptures between them that happen every day and the cultural contradictions that emerge. Drawing on Vietnamese Buddhism, there
seems to be an insurmountable gap between the belief in accumulation in the here and now and in life as a station between birth and death running through her work.The paradox Phan pursues in her multimedia works
unfolds somewhere between consumer goods, self-stylization, and projected role models. They contain a sober kind of humor that would normally make you laughâ€”but, on closer inspection, their uncanny realism makes
the laughter stick in your throat.Phanâ€™s videos work with a seemingly private everyday aesthetic of trivial self-stylization that makes you think they werenâ€™t a precisely planned spectacle, but thatâ€™s what they
are in the literal sense of the word. Architecture, furniture, picture-in-picture situations, and the protagonists oscillate in their depictions and actions between inner desires and outer representations, between their own
notions of identity and the gazes of â€œOthers.â€• Her camerawork and editing evoke YouTube videos and suggest a kind of intimacy that goes hand in hand with a sense of aimlessness and restlessness. Yet this
aspect also makes them equally inaccessible at times.For her exhibition at Kunstverein Harburger Bahnhof, she has produced a new video and two new groups of sculptures. The empire-style furniture wrapped in banana
leaves and sheets with only lionâ€™s paws and painted red claws sticking out recalls the elaborate precautions taken against dust in 19th century drawing rooms, where you would receive guests and fulfill the social
obligations appropriate to your status. The reliance of this status quo on hard, often female, domestic labor usually remained hidden. And even today, well-kept furnishings convey the achievement of a certain status in life,
while the work needed to get there is often concealed by their attractive sheen. Take everythingâ€”and give everythingThe second group of sculptures combines model trolleys with megalomaniacal wedding cakes made
of silicone, which could just as well be models for skyscrapers. While the beauty articles and small domestic altars arranged like sets in a type case below speak of a planned and organized life, the oversized cakes testify
to oversized expectations. Together they illustrate the contradictions of living in a post-migratory, neoliberal post-capitalism, where everything can be subsumed under the desire for individuality. Or at least thatâ€™s the
kind of thing youâ€™d think before noticing that your power to achieve your own vision of success is also a commodity in itself.Link: Phung-tien Phan at Kunstverein Harburger BahnhofThe post Phung-tien Phan at
Kunstverein Harburger Bahnhof first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.In case you&#8217;d like to sp
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